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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Frost and ongoing dry conditions have again reduced 2018/19 new crop prospects, taking basis and prices higher
across the board.

Dairy

All eyes remain on New Zealand and the commodity price impact of strong milk flows over the coming weeks.

Beef

Prices similar to five-year average. However, a dry outlook gives downside potential for young cattle.

Sheepmeat

ESTLI plummets and hangs in the balance.

Sugar

The ICE#11 is forecast to remain low on average but some volatility expected in coming months.

Cotton

US production a key watch factor for price as the harvest continues and weather risks remain for cotton regions.

Wool

Wool supply to continue falling in coming months, helping to underpin prices for now.

Wine

Australia achieves volume and value growth for wine exports to Canada.

Horticulture

Price and volumes continue to lift in key Australian fresh orange export markets.

Fertiliser

Global phosphate prices may have peaked in the short term, with expectations of demand to decline during Q4.

FX

We hold our 12-month forecast for AUD to soften to USc 70 cents by September 2019.

Oil

Our crude oil price forecast remains north of USD 80/bbl, BDI forecast to hit a five-year high before the end of the year.

Dry Weather and Frost Damage Winter Crop
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) &
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

September was Australia’s driest on record, although some falls were
recorded in drought-ridden regions. Gunnedah and Mudgee received 53mm
and 40mm respectively, bringing some reprieve. Once again, regions in SW NSW
missed out on rain – Hay received 3mm in September for the second month in a
row, taking their total to 13mm for the past three months. Patchy rain events were
experienced throughout South Australia, with Clare receiving 36mm, while Port
Lincoln only received 8mm. Good rainfalls were recorded in Esperance (46mm).
It was a cool September with new mean minima temperature records across the
Riverina, NW Victoria and parts of SA. Frosty conditions also hit southern parts of
WA in mid September – some stations even set new record minimum
temperatures for September – causing significant damage to crops.
Dry conditions are not anticipated to improve before the end of the year,
with a drier and warmer-than-average end to the year forecast. The latest
forecast from the Bureau of Meteorology has outlined that the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) & Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) are neutral, however the likelihood of
a El Niño and positive IOD forming during spring are higher than normal.

What to watch
Early harvest
•

Source: BOM 2018

Dry conditions throughout most of Australia will kickstart an early harvest. As
we head toward the end of October and into November, rain will start to
damage the winter crop in areas where the crop has turned.

Dry Finish to the Year Is Likely
Lowest minimum temperature, Sept ‘18

Three-month outlook, Oct to Dec‘18
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Dry and Frosty: Not How the Crops Like It
Widespread frost, including some new record low temperatures, in September has taken the shine off
WA’s capacity to support Australia’s grain supply this season. Some early industry estimates place losses
in southwest WA upward of 1m tonnes. Accompanied by frost in other regions and the driest
September on record (nationally), Australia’s wheat harvest will now certainly be below 19m tonnes,
and it now is just a matter of realising far below (See our crop production forecast in two weeks).
After the market digested the impact of higher US soy and corn production prospects in early
September, a lower CBOT strengthened on the back of weakening Australian production prospects and
the return to trend wheat yield in Russia this year. CBOT Wheat has opened October back above USc
500/bu. Rabobank expects CBOT wheat to trade towards USc 540/bu through Q1 ‘19, before softening
to USc 525/bu into 2H ‘19. An increase in planted hectares next season will partially offset the price
impact from tighter global stocks.
Strong prices will soften the financial impact of lower yields for some growers this season. Domestic
APW continued to climb at all major ports across the country through September, reflecting the further
declines in production prospects. Local price appreciation, in addition to a weaker AUD and choppy
CBOT wheat values sustained Brisbane and Newcastle basis above AUD 200/tonne during September.
APW basis at Geelong (AUD 161/tonne), Adelaide (AUD 135/tonne) and Kwinana (AUD 95/tonne) remain
at or near ten-year highs.
These basis levels, together with further tightening of the livestock feed balance sheet, and lowering of
WA prospects in September, will renew interest in possible international grain imports to the east
coast. While we still consider whole grain imports a bridge too far we now consider there a rising
likelihood of the import of processed grain options such as DDGs, and certain increases in the import of
soymeal to support the poultry sector.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
•

•

Hay vs grain | Ongoing dry conditions, frost ,and buoyant livestock prices are incentivising growers to
abandon grain crops in favour of hay, silage, or paddock grazing. With a high level of abandonment
expected, a large amount of downside exists for production estimates.
Russian wheat export capacity | The current export pace is up 48 percent YOY, despite a 17 percent
fall in production YOY. While this pace is not considered sustainable, should it continue much longer
and erode stocks significantly, the government may impose export restrictions that would prompt
global wheat prices higher.

AUD 600 and Beyond for AU Canola as
Supply Fades
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The Big Dry Bites
Most Oceania commodity prices experienced further downward pressure in September.
Buoyant New Zealand milk flows for the beginning season months continue to provide buyers
with no real urgency to procure product and so the strength of the New Zealand spring flush this
month remains a watching brief.
Meanwhile, dry conditions in parts of Australia continue to hamper milk flows, with farmers
bracing for a sustained period of feed shortages and margin squeeze. Increased culling activity is
taking place to maintain costs where possible, with July 2018 dairy culling activity up 14% yearon-year. Other corners of the world are also slowing in milk output with milk flows for Q3 18
showing growth of just 0.5% YOY: the lowest since 2016. RaboResearch anticipates global milk
supply growing only modestly over the coming 12 months, providing some upward pressure on
commodity prices.
The first revision of southern region farmgate milk prices has recently occurred, with Saputo lifting
their average milk price by 20 cents to AUc 5.95/kgMS. Based on Rabobank’s forecast, commodity
prices for the full 2018/19 season and a spot currency rate of USD 0.73, Rabobank forecast a fullyear average commodity farmgate milk of AUD 5.90/kgMS.
Some temporary price support mechanisms were introduced in northern drinking milk regions
which are battling severe drought.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Currency capers. Almost all currency values have softened against the USD over the course of
the year – particularly emerging markets and exporter currencies. Rabobank expects the USD
to remain well-supported moving into 2019, so expensive inputs for farm cost structures look
set to continue. Should commodity prices lift as well, emerging markets could face a double
whammy, with weaker buying power in key regions and more expensive goods.

Short-Term Pressure With NZ Spring Peak
Global dairy prices, 2014-2018
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Season and Prices Hang in the
Balance
Prices for most cattle lifted slightly or stayed reasonably steady through the month of September.
Some rainfall through eastern states provided some hope and ability to hold cattle rather than sell
them, supporting market prices. Young saleyard cattle, however, are most exposed to the
seasonal variability and towards the end of the month, prices for these cattle eased with the EYCI
dipping to AUD 4.87/kg cwt on 27 September. With the seasonal outlook not looking great,
prices for the younger cattle are not expected to see any upside over the coming month.
September slaughter numbers (567,400 head) in the eastern states continue to reflect the
drought-induced sales, up 15% YOY. Beef exports for September (91,668 tonnes swt) remain high,
up 4% YOY. China remains hungry for Australian beef with exports up 55% YOY, however they still
remain our fourth-largest export market behind Japan, the US, and South Korea. Live exports in
comparison to 2017 YTD (August) are up 21%, with stronger volumes to Indonesia and Vietnam
throughout the year to date up 10% and 40% respectively. In addition, live exports to countries
besides Indonesia and Vietnam (e.g. Malaysia and Middle East) has increased 195%, since 2017 YTD.

What to watch

Beef

•

Spring break – given the volume of fodder that has been used this year, spring is going to be
critical to generate pasture growth and provide feed through summer. While poor winter
crops are being baled for hay, even so the depleted state of fodder reserves are expected to
keep fodder prices high and availability scarce. This will place margin pressure on producers,
and, confronted with a summer with possible limited feed, may lead to increased cattle sales.

Season and Prices Hang in the Balance
Australian total live cattle exports
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What Goes up Must Come Down
Lamb prices continued their downward fall through September. The ESTLI fell to AUD 7.07/kg on
29 September – AUD 1.70/kg lower than a month prior. Sheep (mutton) prices in the yards,
however, rose through September, but has since dropped to AUD 4.03/kg on 27 September. This
is its lowest point since January and is possibly an indication of increased supply of adult sheep.
While lamb prices will ease further as spring progresses, the shorter supply of lambs, coupled
with the drier conditions preventing early finishing of lambs suggest prices will remain strong.
In August, eastern states sheep (695,100 head) slaughter numbers were up 44% MOM, whereas
the eastern states lamb (1.1m head) slaughter numbers were down 17% MOM. Usually lamb
slaughter numbers would increase from July to August as new season lambs hit the market,
however strong prices and dry conditions meant these lambs were sold earlier. On the other
hand, adult sheep slaughter has surged, most likely due to dry winter conditions and a poor
seasonal outlook.
Lamb exports (14,833 tonnes swt) for September were down 25% YOY, reflecting the anticipated
lower slaughter numbers in August. Alternatively, sheepmeat exports, at 19,058 swt were 30%
higher YOY. The Chinese and US markets are taking large volumes of Australian sheepmeat,
with volumes up 104% and 73% MOM, respectively. On the other hand, lamb exports to China
and the US have decreased 17% and 36% MOM respectively, most likely due to the shorter
supply of lambs.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

US exports – Volumes of lamb to the US have been performing strongly through the year,
however, higher prices and lower volumes of heavy lambs have reduced exports in recent
months. Volumes to the US traditionally pick up late in the year for end of year consumption.
This will be a test of current prices to see if US volumes increase towards the end of the year.

What Goes up Must Come Down
Lamb exports to US dip late in the year
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Sugar Prices Low but Volatile
The ICE#11 took a downward turn toward the end of September as Indian policy aimed at
boosting exports made its way through cabinet. While the measures have been expected by the
trade for some time as the production estimates for India kept rising, the ICE#11 nearby contract
did dip under USc 10/lb as it headed into the October expiry, before bouncing back to USc 12/lb
just days later as the BRL appreciated.
Rabobank has lowered the ICE#11 forecast this month to average in the low to mid USc 11/lb
range through the remainder of 2018. Volatility may feature somewhat in the coming months
though as the market watches the policy developments in India and their impact on the
availability of sugar in the world market, and the currency fluctuations in Brazil in the lead up to
their election.
Brazil is approaching the tail end of their crush. Ethanol production continues to be favoured over
sugar, with the sugar mix sitting at just 36.6%, compared with 48.4% last season. Additionally
yields are reported to be down some 10% YOY according to a recent survey by industry body
UNICA, highlighting the impact of the dry conditions on the Brazilian crop. Consensus around the
Brazilian centre-south crop is at around 28m tonnes of sugar, a staggering 8m tonnes below last
year’s output.
Australia too is powering through the 2018 crush at more than two-thirds complete. CCS levels
remain strong as dry conditions assist the sugar content in the cane.

What to watch

Sugar

•

The timing and volume of Indian exports will have implications for both the white and raw
sugar markets. Volatility should be expected.

•

Australian cane estimates for the 2018 crush have been falling as a lack of rain in cane regions
impacts the size of the crop. Currently, industry estimates it at close to 33m tonnes, more than
a million tonnes down on the season opening estimate.

Sugar Market Bounces off Decade Low
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A Slippery September for Cotton
The nearby ICE#2 has fallen to its lowest level since February, trading at USc 76.6/lb at the time of
writing, representing a 7% fall since the start of September. Improved US Delta production
prospects and another increase for total US production from the WASDE has contributed to the
price weakness in the latter half of September.
On a positive note, the release of Chinese import quotas is rumoured to begin imminently with
some 5.5m bales due for import by February 2019. The key question remains over where this
cotton will be coming from. The US, with the escalating trade war, is starting to see cancellations
for 2018/19 export. With prospects for Australia’s 2019 crop still under a cloud – or lack of cloud,
eyes are reportedly looking towards Brazil.
Rabobank has estimated Brazilian production at 9.2m bales in 2017/18 – a record output – and
forecasts hectares planted to lift by 20% in 2018/19. With steady domestic consumption, this extra
volume will be able to make its way to the world market. Traditionally, Chinese import volumes
have been dominated by the US, India, and Australia, although Brazil may offer an attractive
alternative this season.
Rabobank has maintained a view for prices to remain in the high USc 70/lb through the
remainder of 2018, before some improvement through mid 2019.
Australian cash offers for the 2019 season have remained over AUD 600 to date, although activity
will likely remain subdued until there is further certainty around production levels.

What to watch

Cotton

•

While the USDA has been increasing the size of the US crop forecast in recent months, the
critical point of the harvest is here, with plenty of weather risk through the coming months.
Adverse weather could have implications for the size and quality of this crop and remains a
potential upside factor for prices.

ICE#2 Cotton Slips Below USc 80/lb
ICE#2 September 2017-September 2018
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Rabobank’s forecast for the last quarter is USc 78/lb, in line with the current market. The current outlook sees improvement
for prices in the second and third quarter of 2019.

Market Eases Across the Board
The Australian Eastern Market Indicator (EMI) finished September more subdued than it started the
month when it burst through AUc 2100/kg. The market eased 4% MOM, and saw a higher pass in
rates towards the end of the month, particularly in the Fremantle offering. The EMI closed at AUc
2013/kg clean at the end of September.
Australian wool exports declined again in August with the latest data recording a 17% fall compared
with August of 2017, taking the progressive decline to 21% less wool shipped for the first two
months of the season. While this reflects lower volumes entering the system, it remains a watch
factor for demand.
Wool offerings for the season are down 14% YOY through to week 13. The next few sale rosters also
show a fall in scheduled volumes compared with 2017/18. The weight of wool tested in September
was 19% below the volume for last September, taking the progressive decline to 11.7% on last
season. Supply is set to continue to trail 2017/18. Just how affected the wool will be by the dry
conditions will also impact the market.
All merino categories saw some retreat to prices through the month, however merino cardings were
the hardest hit category falling 8% MOM. It is important to note, however, that the cardings price is
still up 30% from year ago levels. Broker reports suggest the spread between low and best
specification wool types was starting to move wider through September. This may be a factor to
watch for producers coming to market with tender and low yield lots.

What to watch

Wool

•

Textiles and apparel which have largely been left out of the trade war measures were
implicated in the latest round of tariffs announced by the US, with semi-processed products
such as wool yarn and fabric imported from China set to attract a 10% tariff. While finished
garments have not yet been embroiled, this is certainly a factor to watch.

Wool Buying Tentative
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Supply in Australia remains a critical cause for concern for both buyers and sellers

2018

Canada: Wine Import Value Growth
Wine represents a significant component of the alcohol beverage market in Canada. Retail sales of
wine in Canada in 2017 accounted for CAD 7.2bn of total alcoholic beverage sales of CAD 22.5bn.
Imports of wine into Canada from all key partners have shown a consistent growth trend over the
past ten years. Official figures show that imported wine volumes have increased by over a third
during this period, with value up by around 20% at the same time.
Canada has, for a long period of time, been one of the top wine export destinations for Australia by
value. Canadian consumers traditionally have shown a preference for red vs white varietals, with red
varietals at 54% of wine consumed in 2017. This sits well for Australian exporters, with 52%
percent of Australian wine exports to Canada to June 2018 being red wine varietals, accounting
for 63% of total value.
Retail wine sales in Quebec accounted for the largest single market share of all alcohol beverage
sales in Canada in 2017. To June 2018, Quebec as a destination accounted for a third of all Australian
wine exports to Canada.
In 2017, Australia accounted for less than ten percent of Canada’s total bottled wine imports.
However, for July and August 2018, compared to the same period in 2017, Australian exports of
all wine to Canada have lifted by around 17% in volume and 7% in value.

What to watch

Wine

•

Competitiveness of Eastern European wines in the EU and UK – Following the short European
harvest of 2017, importers in the EU and UK turned to Eastern European wines to fill supply gaps.

•

Reportedly, consumers in the UK found the wines provided both good value and quality, lifting
interest in wines from this region.

•

If the 2018 vintage returns to more normal levels in Europe, how consumers in the EU and UK
continue to support Eastern European wines will be of interest.



.

Canadian Bottled Wine Imports:
Key Suppliers
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By value, France, Italy, the US, Australia and Chile are the top-five suppliers of Canada’s imported bottled
wine.
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Citrus: Fresh Orange Export Growth
Since 2013, Australia’s production of fresh oranges has undergone significant growth, with volume
up by nearly a quarter in 2017. As domestic per capita consumption has increased during this time,
around half of this production has flowed into domestic fresh wholesale markets.
Fresh exports have also grown substantially over the period, with global trade data indicating
total Australian fresh orange exports of 197,000 tonnes in 2017. The graph on the next page
highlights the key markets for Australian fresh orange exports in 2017, collectively representing
almost 70% of Australia’s fresh exports by value, in USD.
Global trade data shows that in 2017 these key Australian export markets had increased in value by
USD 76.2m, which is almost double the 2013 value. Over the same period, export volumes to these
markets grew by around 46,000 tonnes, an increase of around 50% on 2013.
Importantly, the total value per kilogram has also increased by around 25% at the same time as
total volume and value increased, due to underlying strong demand for Australia’s quality fresh fruit
in key Asian markets.
Of the top ten markets by value for Australian fresh oranges in 2017, data indicates that Vietnam was
the highest paying market on a USD/kg basis, however Vietnam currently accounts for less than two
percent of Australia’s fresh orange export volume.

What to watch

Horticulture

•

US ban on chlorpyrifos – A US Federal Appeals Court ruled on 9 August 2018 that chlorpyrifos,
a widely used pesticide in the US and globally, is to be banned from sale in the US within 60
days of that date.

•

Appeals are underway, however if this ban is upheld it may have implications for some
Australian exporters that use chlorpyrifos, in relation to residues on fruit bound for the US.

Fresh Orange Exporters Into Key Asian Export
Markets, 2017
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64% of all Australian fresh orange exports were to China, Hong Kong, Japan and Malaysia in 2017.
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Global Forces Drive Values Higher
Price pressure continued to grow in the global fertiliser complex during September, with three
global forces acting to elevate phosphate and urea values.
Firstly, global benchmarks are now at their highest point for three years. Urea ex Middle East is
trading above USD 300/tonne (up 7% MOM) FOB for the first time since July 2015, while DAP ex
US Gulf FOB (USD 439/tonne) is at its highest point since November 2015.
A move in the corn/soybean ratio in favour of corn, and a lift in global wheat prices, is primarily
responsible for the lift in urea prices. Demand has been strong from Brazil, Asia and Africa of late.
In Brazil, imports of urea in 1H ‘18 were lower than expected to due lower investment in the
2017/18 corn crop and a truck strike in May. Tight inventories will drive extra Brazilian demand in
coming months. Rabobank expects Urea prices to remain firm over coming months. In the near
term, a new tender from India will sustain demand. The extend to which higher corn area relative
to soybean planted area drives demand for Urea is a key watch factor in the US.
Demand has also elevated prices for phosphate. Rabobank expects prices to stabilise with some
easing of demand, mainly from India, in Q4.
Secondly, a weaker AUD is decreasing the purchasing power of importers, affecting imports of
product and raw materials. The Australian dollar has weakened by 10 cents against the USD
since the beginning of 2018.
Finally, ocean freight rates have been rising since Jan 2016. The rising cost of fuel (crude oil
values have tripled since 2016) together with a decrease in new shipping capacity has elevated
freight rates.

What to watch

Fertiliser

•

Phosphate Demand – As farmers start to purchase phosphate for the 2019/20 winter crop, the
movement of global prices over the coming months is the most pivotal watch factor. Industry
estimates have placed the potential reduction in Indian demand to be as much as 50 percent for
the Oct – Dec period. An 11 percent depreciation (since Jan) in the rupee will decrease
purchasing power, curbing demand.

AUD-Adjusted DAP & Urea Prices At
Three-Year Highs
AUD-adjusted global fertiliser prices
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AUD Sees a Small Bounce
A small bounce in the AUD through mid September proved short-lived, with the the AUD trading at
USc 70.55 on 8th October – its lowest since early 2016.
As expected, the RBA kept its key interest rate unchanged at 1.5% at its regular policy meeting on 2
October. In tune with its previous statement, the bank made a number of positive references in its
press release. Strong domestic growth and positive business conditions were cited. However, mentions
of slower growth in China, higher Australian money market rates, and easing house prices in
Melbourne and Sydney, struck a cautious note. Counter to the market speculation that persisted at the
start of this year, the RBA appears to be in no rush to push rates above their record lows.
As widely expected, the FOMC decided to hike the target range for the federal funds rate by 25 bps.
the FOMC expects one more hike this year, followed by three in 2019 and one in 2020.
Rabobank has changed its forecast to now also anticipate one more US rate hike this year, with the
next hike in December. While we stuck to our call of three hikes in 2018 as the US-China trade war
escalated, it is clear that the FOMC remains sanguine about the impact on the US economy. With
recent data indicating that domestic momentum remains strong – the Atlanta Fed’s GDP ‘nowcast’ for
Q3 stood at 4.4% on 19 September – it would take time for the trade war to slow US economic growth
down to a pace that would concern the FOMC.
As monetary policy in the US tightens and Australian settings remain unchanged, we hold our 12month forecast for AUD to soften to USc 70 by September 2019.

What to watch

FX

•

Trade wars (again). The latest set of US tariffs on USD 200bn of Chinese goods took effect on Monday
24 September. China is set to retaliate with tariffs on USD 60bn of US products, which would trigger
duties on USD 267bn of Chinese imports as President Trump threatened.

•

While the markets show some resilience to the ongoing China-US trade spat, the prospects of further
escalation of trade tensions do not bode well for risky assets. We are not convinced that Emerging
Market Currencies have reached their nadir and the AUD and NZD will not be immune.

Australian Dollar Sees a Small Bounce
Australian/US dollar Cross Rate
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Oil Hits Four-Year High
Brent Crude oil prices have increased to USD 84.80/bbl, up 10% MOM. This is the highest oil
price since November 2014 and the move higher was triggered by fears of a supply shortage as
the 4 November deadline for Iran oil sanctions approaches. Furthermore, the Joint Opec-nonOpec Ministerial Monitoring Committee agreed to increase production by 350 kbpd. The market
however, was looking for more assurance of future supply and rallied sharply on this uncertainty.
Production in Venezuela also slipped further contributing to the upward pressure on oil prices.
Rabobank maintains its forecast that crude oil prices will continue to trade above USD 80/bbl,
before returning back to the mid-70s in the longer term.
The Baltic Dry Index has decreased two points since the beginning of September, where it
currently sits at 1555 points. The index plunged to 1356 in the first half of September due to
growing uncertainty around the trade war’s impact on freight rates, however has since bounced
back. This is due to a decrease in China’s domestic production as a result of environmental
compliance inspections and elevated steel margins, which has led to rising iron-ore imports from
Brazil and Australia.
Bloomberg forecasts that the index could reach a five-year high in the coming months off the
back of robust Chinese demand as they invest heavily in renewed infrastructure, before dipping in
late December.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

USD 100/bbl – If OPEC fails to increase supply it is possible that Brent Crude oil prices
could trade around USD 100/bbl.

Brent Crude Oil Surges
Brent Crude Oil & Average Sydney Diesel*
September 2015 to end of September 2018

Baltic Dry Index, September 2015 to end of
September 2018
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 2/10/2018
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Grains & oilseeds
CBOT wheat
CBOT soybeans
CBOT corn
Australian ASX EC Wheat
Australian Canola
Beef markets
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
Feeder Steer
North Island Bull 300kg
South Island Bull 300kg
Sheepmeat markets
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
Venison markets
North Island Stag
South Island Stag
Dairy Markets
Butter
Skim Milk Powder
Whole Milk Powder
Cheddar

Agri Price Dashboard
As of 2/10/2018

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index
ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)
Sugar markets

USc/lb
USc/lb

▼
▼

86
76.6

98
89.4

79
68.2

ICE Sugar No.11
ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)

USc/lb
AUD/tonne

▲
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12.07
370

10.59
317

14.31
403

AUc/kg
NZc/kg

▲
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2,013
330

1,981
312

1,522
308

USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB

▲
▲

320
439

285
434

275
345

1000=1985
USD/bbl

▼
▲

1,555
85

1,756
73

1,328
56

vs. USD
vs. USD
%
%

▼
▼
•
•

0.719
0.659
1.50
1.75

0.736
0.675
1.50
1.75

0.783
0.720
1.50
1.75

Wool markets
Australian Eastern Market Indicator
NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator
Fertiliser
Urea
DAP
Other
Baltic Dry Index
Brent Crude Oil
Economics/currency
AUD
NZD
RBA Official Cash Rate
NZRB Official Cash Rate
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